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MAST Advanced Workshops
22 – 23 May 2018, Portsmouth, UK
Dear Participant,
It is our pleasure to welcome you as a participant of the initial MAST Advanced Workshop
(MAW), to be held in Portsmouth Guildhall from 22 to 23 May 2018. The function of these
workshops, as distinct from a more traditional conference format, is to allow all participants
to make a contribution in exploring aspects of our maritime business that are complex,
rapidly changing and always challenging.
In the three syndicates we are running over the course of the two-day event, you will be
invited to look at one of three broad themes:

1. Maintaining the Strategic Edge:
What are the opportunities offered by innovative technologies in meeting the
challenges of the future and what are the threats from these potentially disruptive
technologies when we come to rely on them?

2. Getting Strategic Innovation into the Programme:
Having identified those technologies that we will need within our future
programmes, how do we address the capability “gap” between what we have now
and what we believe we need?

3. Strategic Implementation of Innovation across the Fleet:
What are the strategic implications to government, industry and navies of
incorporating new technologies into our capability?
We have looked at what we believe are some of the important issues around each of these
broad themes and have attached our views as a “think piece”. They are neither exclusive
nor definitive: you are invited to contribute critically and positively to all of the discussions.
The three syndicate leaders, Colonel Dan Cheesman RM, Professor Andrew Lambert and Dr
John Best, will be speaking during the initial plenary session to give a flavour of their
particular concerns and aspirations. They will then encourage you to join in with other
members of the syndicate in mapping out issues and, possibly, solutions.
It is worth bearing in mind that there is no such thing as a “bad idea”; this sort of iterative
workshop allows for free and unstructured thinking! Any idea is likely to have some things
to commend it and others that are weaknesses or drawbacks. Try to approach the issues
with which you are faced with a totally fresh perspective!
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2018 is the year in which the UK armed forces are examining new and disruptive
technologies and their effects on operations. These workshops will be at the forefront of
these deliberations, targeting the maritime domain. Your reflections, discussions and any
conclusions will be written up in a White Paper to help inform and guide future
developments.
This is one event where the more you, as individuals, contribute to the discussion and
debate, the greater is the contribution you can make to the future of maritime capability.
We look forward to meeting with you and working together on this great enterprise.

Pat Tyrrell
Commodore Patrick Tyrrell OBE Royal Navy (Retd)

John Bruni
CEO, SAGE International, Australia
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MAST Advanced Workshop – Disruptive Technologies I
Guidelines
The success of this interactive workshop is based on the full participation of ALL participants.
In preparation for the event’s activities, please take time to read these guidelines as fully as possible before the
event, in particular “The Syndicate Process” and “MAW-Key Themes”.
Badge collection
Please collect your badge from the reception desk between 0800 and 0830hrs, Tuesday 22nd May
Mobile phones should be switched to silent mode at all times during both plenary and working group sessions.
Photography/recordings are not permitted at any time during either plenary session or within the working
groups.
Session times
Kindly observe the session times in the enclosed timetable, and arrive in your allocated room 10 minutes
before session start times.
White paper process
Each Syndicate will have an observer(s) capturing the workings and discussions of each group.
If you have any questions during the workshop, please either ask your Syndicate leader or onsite MAW
personnel.
Stationery will be provided.
Please do not remove anything from the room but your personal belongings.
Session rooms
Opening and group sessions will take place in the “Lord Mayor’s Banqueting room”
Syndicate-based activities will take place in the following rooms:
Military Syndicate: “Freda Swain Lounge”;
Academia/R&D Syndicate: “Portsmouth Room”
Industry Syndicate: “Zodiac Gallery”
Luncheon and Refreshments
Will be provided in the “Lord Mayor’s Banqueting room”
Refreshments will also be provided in the Syndicates’ breakout rooms.
We hope you appreciate the inauguration of the first MAST Advanced Workshop on Disruptive Technologies
and welcome any feedback, comments or suggestions to be send to Eike Eickhoff
(eike.eickhoff@mastconfex.org).
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MAW Disruptive Technologies
Key Themes:
The MAST workshops are designed to explore complex issues facing the navies of today.
They will do so by exposing participants to leading authorities in the fields of academia, across
the broad capabilities of industrial technologies and senior, operational practitioners.
Participants will then be challenged with a series of socially complex, ‘wicked problems’,
testing leadership, creativity and innovation. Their deliberations and feedback will be
published at the close of the sessions in a White Paper.
The first iteration of the MAW Disruptive Technologies Workshop series, will be held in
Portsmouth in May 2018.
It will explore the strategic importance of Maritime Power for the Royal Navy in the 21 st
Century, asking the central question – can the United Kingdom project maritime power
globally, or, should it focus on a more limited protection of the European continental shelf?

Theme 1: Maintaining the Strategic Edge:
“…victory comes from a combination of mass, space and time in which a military,
sanctioned by society and led by politicians, maintains its will to hold on longer than its
adversary.”
Louis-Guilhem Larchet, Were the French Really Doomed to Defeat in 1940? 25 April 2018

•

What are the opportunities and threats to maintaining a strategic edge over our
most likely opponents?

•

Future wars are likely to be more intense, faster tempo and more challenging than
those of previous generations. There will be less time to be able to move from a
“peacetime” focus to a “war winning” mentality – managers vs. leaders.
o How can we ensure that these strengths and war winning skills are inculcated
into our force structures now and in the future?

•

Has the line between “peace” and “war” become more blurred in a more complex and
connected hybridised battlespace?

MAST Advanced Workshop
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o Are we at war already (i.e. in cyberspace) and what is the role of non-state
actors who may, or may not, be operating on behalf of the political leadership?
•

Are our political, industrial and military leadership, and their governance conducive to
the ability to develop innovative, disruptive and effective forces capable of defending
the West against any future hybridised or direct aggression?

•

How do we recognise and evaluate ‘strategic innovations’ at an early enough stage to
be able to put in the necessary resources to make them viable?
o In a rapidly moving world of technological development, how do we introduce,
develop doctrine, exercise manpower and build the necessary platforms in a
timely manner?
o Are the political, technical and industrial processes able to support rapid and
sustainable development?

•

The insidious and incremental threats posed by cyberwarfare can hack corporate and
government systems well before the first shot is fired in a kinetic conflict.
o Moreover, the effects through the business supply chain can be unpredictable
and disproportionate.
o In addition, lack of transparency of the total supply chain can mean that
adversaries can obtain capability and data through back-channels, often with
impunity.
o Lastly, there is very little governance that covers strategic acquisition in terms
of security of the State. An example is the acquisition of the UK company
Dynex, which gave the Chinese Navy an important boost for its new Rail Gun.

•

Although the threat may be universal, the risks and capacity to respond and protect is
very different in Primes and their subsidiary SME elements.
o Do our present models for contracting and partnering recognise this? For
example, hacked small businesses embedded in a critical project with a Prime
are vulnerable to ‘Trojan horse style’ attack by a foreign power.
o How do we deal with these vulnerabilities?

•

And where does defence innovation and the energy to meet fast changing capability
now lie?
o Corporate businesses may take the larger proportion of business risk, but they
are often shackled to long term business plans which may not be in the best
interests of defence.
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o In the UK, over 80% of people employed in the defence and security sectors
are employed in SMEs, yet they are least able to sustain complex projects going
forward. How do we solve this dichotomy?
•

How do we speed up delivery and reduce cost for mutual benefit?
o What can we learn from adjacent industries?

•

How do we deal with the rise and rise of the Internet of Things (IoT)?
o How do we prevent a cyberattack on a 3D printer, producing unique defence
components, from being shut down?
o How do we cope with CAD facilities brought down by malware and robots
being brought to a standstill?
o How do we protect Defence Critical National Infrastructures from power
supply failure and communications interruption in support of key operations?
o This can all be done remotely and with little identification as to the primary
culprit.

•

So, we have multiple challenges.

•

Are we sufficiently joined up?
o Are there systemic difficulties in ascertaining whether a precursor cyber-attack
against national defence procurement, support and logistic systems will be
recognised by government as a prelude to a kinetic conflict, especially when
there is obvious tension but no obvious signs of military build-up as a prelude
to war?

Theme 1 Questions:
•

We are no longer fighting easily understood military conflicts. Today conflicts can take
place under the cover of lesser, seemingly innocuous non-kinetic attacks that can
appear unconnected to international events.
o How does one determine when ‘something odd’, a glitch in the system, is a
prelude to a strategic level assault involving an important third player – an
allied state whose support to its primary ally is critical in shoring up the primary
ally’s international credibility?
o Will such asymmetric attacks, particularly if perpetrated by third-party, nonstate actors, be recognised in time to counter act?

MAST Advanced Workshop
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o How effective and timely are contemporary government cyber warfare
capabilities in determining origin point of defence infrastructure and
information attacks and how effective are counter-measures?
o Is the defence industrial base (Primes and SMEs), logistics and other support
mechanisms sufficiently integrated into the national security sphere to allow
them to successfully repel cyber-attacks?
o What can we do to improve public sector/private sector co-operation for
Defence capability benefit?
•

In Scenario 1, attached at Annexe A, can we identify the risks to the procurement
process during a situation where the division between war and peace is far more
obscure.
o How will ongoing procurement programmes be affected?
o How will this affect the nation’s capacity to fight a war, or defend it from
attack?
o Do we need to focus more on resilience and, if so, can we judge how resilient
systems need to be?

• There are a number of questions relating to autonomous systems technology, ranging
from decision support systems that exploit artificial intelligence through to
autonomous platforms. These will have a pervasive impact on operational concepts,
doctrine, organisation, training and sustainment. To realise full capability value from
the technology will require the co-evolution of the all the Defence Lines of
Development.
o How does MoD and industry establish trust in autonomous systems?
“Trusted Autonomy” is especially important in mission critical systems.

Theme 2: Getting Strategic Innovation into the Programme:
“the best way to predict the future is to invent it”
Alan Kay

•

The key issue is how we can address the capability delta that exists between the
technology we have now and that which we would want to have in any future conflict.

MAST Advanced Workshop
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o That capability difference is partly due to issues of research and development,
time taken for test and evaluation of new technologies, the maturity of the
particular science and technology, partly a function of the overall procurement
process, and the overall ability to effectively fund the whole project acquisition
life-cycle.
o We also need to look at doctrine, training, integration with existing systems,
intellectual property rights, and, at the same time, meet all the international
rules on commercial processes, trade, health and safety, etc.
•

Do we assume that the current procurement processes and the policies underlying
them, the roles of Primes and their interaction with SMEs and mechanisms to
introduce new technologies, thoughts and adaptability will always take place in an
ordered, conventional and relatively peaceful environment?
o Are the timescales for acquisition relevant to today’s, and future,
circumstances?

•

Traditional procurement looks at planning 25 to 30 years ahead and convincing a
cynical Treasury that there is a defined ‘end state’ that can be fully costed over the
entire lifespan of the equipment. There is an infamous history of late delivery and
cost overruns with adopting this approach.

•

Putting new and innovative technologies into existing ship-hulls presents a number of
practical, financial and operational risks. However, new technologies are often needed
quickly to combat emerging threats or unforeseen circumstances.
o How can these risks be mitigated in a manner consistent with a rapidly moving
strategic environment?

•

•

Again, this assumes that rational outcomes can be made at a time of heightened
national and international unpredictability.
o

The problem here is that organisational and institutional complacency and
inertia has largely taken hold of those involved in through-life support of
defence equipment.

o

Can we learn something from other sectors – especially emerging IT and
communication providers?

The complacency comes about from a belief that while we can prepare for volatile
inter-state conventional conflict, we are unlikely to ever face that particular situation.
o

The costs for supporting defence equipment under peacetime conditions that
have been well established since the end of World War II often by compacting
wartime organisational structures and compacting the traditional defence
industrial base.
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Other nations have built capacity from the bottom up. Can we learn lessons
from other nations?

Furthermore, industrial arrangements necessary for states to prosecute war, inclusive
of through-life-support, have not been tested in real-world conditions of 21st Century
inter-state war.
o

We can only extrapolate from national experiences of supporting military
deployments to Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere.

o

This is not the same as conducting war based on the mobilisation of national
resources to fully support the domestic defence enterprise against a near-peer
foreign power.

Theme 2 Questions:
•

How do we ensure that the operational customer can, indeed, be a “smart customer”?
o Is there a need to keep people in relatively restricted areas of expertise
throughout their career to ensure that they become “Masters of their
Profession” rather than a “Jack of all Trades”?
o What does this imply for the potential senior officer cadre?

•

What sort of measures can, and should, the government take to fix skyrocketing
through life costs?

•

What common infrastructures: networks, AI, training facilities, test and research
programmes are needed to support resource efficient introduction of Strategic
Innovation?
o Should we consider existing non-defence models and provide the 40/60 rule
to achieve necessary capability?

•

What are the Service’s expectations regarding peacetime and wartime through-lifecosts?
o Do we all need to be better educated to understand what this needs in
practice?

•

What should the government do about the increased use of SMEs within the national
defence capability and the added risk that this might pose to overall projects?

•

How can defence industries convert from peacetime to wartime seamlessly and
quickly providing the government and the military affordable through life support?
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o Should we be looking more closely at commercial off the shelf (COTS) products,
particularly from other areas of technology?
•

Considering that many Western defence companies, providing critical procurement
and support services are ‘global’ in scope, i.e., with headquarters located in foreign
countries and subsidiaries all over the world.
o In a wartime setting, can they provide uninterrupted supply of good and
services ‘on time’ and ‘at reasonable cost’ for any government? Are our lines
of supply secure and resilient in this situation?

Theme 3: Strategic Implementation of Innovation across the Fleet:
“There seems to be something wrong with our bloody ships today”
Admiral Sir David Beatty at Jutland 1916

•

What are the strategic implications to the future defence of the UK and our Western
allies of these new technologies: what will drive the market place in terms of AI or
autonomous vehicles; how will society react and regulate these areas and at what
penalty to defence?

•

What are the threats we are now facing?
o Is it conventional, asymmetric or threats to our society and economy through
digital attack?
o It may be a combination of all three – but we how do we ensure we have the
right balance?

•

How should the Royal Navy prepare to fight with new, potentially relatively untried
innovative weapon systems to fight and win wars in the modern age?

•

How do we train people to operate systems that respond faster than any previous
generation of weapon (drones, rail guns, swarms, etc.)?
o Can civilians and naval personnel gain experience and work together to do this
more quickly? How do we incorporate “agility”, “flexibility” and “adaptability”
into our leaders at all levels?

•

Do we need to adjust the culture of the Navy to respond to new challenges, embrace
change and develop the leadership necessary, at all levels of command, to ensure that
creativity is encouraged that leads to innovation which in turn leads to
implementation and the improvement of overall fighting capability?
MAST Advanced Workshop
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o Do we need to send selected individuals to industry to learn more of the “Art
of the Possible’?
o How do we ensure the high standards of personal initiative are developed and
enhanced under such circumstances?
•

Do we need to focus on much more effective management of the data from all
potential sources?
o Do we need to concentrate on verification of data – if so, how and with what
inherent delays?

•

How do we fight our ships in degraded situations; what are the implications for our
damage control systems?

•

What will the Royal Navy of 2100 look like?
o We will be designing ships to be built in the 2040s and serve until the turn of
the Century within the next 15 years.

•

Innovation as a key component of strategic delivery.

Questions:
•

In the development of robust, secure and increasingly broad communication
networks, coupled with the emergence of the “Internet of Things”, a premium will be
how defence “hyper-networked” capabilities can rely on common architectureal
frameworks.
o How can we enable a sharing of Intellectual Property Risk (IPR) in a manner
that is efficient and yet fair to vendors and defence?

•

How can we better understand the potential environments associated with new and
innovative technologies?
o How do we develop appropriate operational doctrine and how do we train our
commanders and their crews?

•

Can we entrust the protection of modern ships like the QE to older vessels that may
have known, or unknowable issues, considering their age?

•

How do budgetary cut backs and expediency savings in defence modernisation or
through life support programs affect 'failure to anticipate' threats?
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How realistic is it for 'state-of-the-art' vessels to integrate operations with older ships
in a 'hot war' environment?
o What are the likely problems presented, and, what are the best ways of
overcoming them?

•

How should we manage the issue of IPR especially of software?

•

In considering our approach to sustaining military capabilities, are we losing sight of
how these capabilities might evolve through disruptive technologies in an over
zealous attempt to preserve those capabilities we know so well?

***

MAST Advanced Workshop
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Annexe 1: Scenarios for use in discussions
Scenario 1:
Australia (country X), South China Sea scenario

International tensions rise as a consequence of
further islet and atoll recovery programs by
(country Y) PRC. Country Z (US) mobilises regional
naval support to challenge this.
Media is talking of war, though besides what is
assumed to be pre-positioning of naval assets –
standard procedures for a maritime standoff,
there’s no unusual naval activity indicated by
either country Y or country Z.
However, country X, a long-time ally of country Z,
begins noticing that certain small companies that
are part of that nation’s defence industry base,
have been hit by an unusually high number of
malware attacks. But because of their size and not
having cyber capacities as larger defence
corporates, these SMEs are vulnerable.
No one makes the connection between the
international tensions and the high malware attacks, as random high incident malware
attacks are commonplace in peace and during heightened international tensions.
The attacks are thwarted, and the problem is ‘solved’.
Figure 1 Voice of America image, Wikimedia Commons

Three days later, one of country X’s prime defence companies has been hacked and sensitive
material stolen. National cyberwarfare capabilities are alerted, and they start putting
together a defence plan. By the time the defence plan is initiated, the malware attack of three
days earlier turns into something far more sinister. It was a probing attack that had within it
malware that has now infiltrated country X’s entire defence industry base. All electronic
comms. /AI/ datamining & productive capabilities are compromised. It is becoming clear that
this was a full-scale assault by a foreign power. But there is no way of determining who
launched the attack.
Media gets wind of this and starts accusing country Y of a deliberate hostile attack.
A diplomatic spat occurs between countries X & Y, but both governments seem publicly eager
to de-escalate the crisis.
In the meantime, countries Y & Z have deployed their assets in and around the South China
Sea.
MAST Advanced Workshop
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Fishing vessels from country Y, under the protection of country Y’s naval contingent, begin
harassing country Z’s naval vessels. Country X begins noticing that not only are its defence
industries compromised by the initial malware/Trojan attack, but various military and naval
installations across the country are unable to communicate with each other.
A major cyber-attack takes place in one of country X’s major cities bringing traffic to a
standstill. Two days later the entire electricity grid is brought down in one of country X’s
states. The damage is so severe, a state of emergency is declared by federal authorities. The
outage is estimated to take 5 days to repair. Country X asks its longstanding ally country Z for
support. A small contingent of country Z cyberwarfare specialists is sent to country X to assist
in tracing the origin point of the attack and to create firewalls to prevent further attacks.
Country X is underwhelmed by country Z’s response. Alliance relations are strained.
While all of this is taking place, country Y encourages more aggressive harassment by its
fishing trawlers against country Z’s ships and those of country Z’s allies. Among these allies is
a small two ship contingent from country X.
Special attention is given to country X’s ships.
Country Y activates its A2D2, targeting only country X’s ships. One of the four incoming
country Y missiles hit and disables one of country X’s ships, killing 50 sailors and wounding 30.
The targeted warship is in flames and out of commission. Five out of nine country Y missiles
hit and destroys the second country X ship. The entire complement of 135 is lost and the ship
sinks.
Country Y and Z ambassadors convene to prevent a further
escalation of fighting directly involving country Y and Z
forces.
The conflict is over.
The maritime forces of country Y and Z did not exchange
fire.
Country Z provided its ally, country X some support in terms
of cyber defence, however, according to country X this was
too insignificant.

Figure 2 Kai Stachowiak image
Wikimedia Commons

The fact that country Z sued for a ceasefire without
sanctioning country Y for its attack on country X’s
naval contingent has effectively created a crisis of
confidence in country X’s alliance with country Z,
the very thing that country Y wanted.

Figure 3 HMS Defender escorts the USS George H.W.
Bush, MOD image, Wikimedia Commons

Country Z’s ‘timid’ or pragmatic response to country
Y’s attack on country X’s forces certainly prevented
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escalation, but now other country Z allies are questioning their alliance with country Z.
Country Y scored a strategic level victory against country Z for the cost of 185 country X sailors
and two relatively small warships.
Not only that, the cost of restoring the power grid in country X’s affected state ran into the
hundreds of millions of dollars, forcing country X’s government to pledge over $2 billion in
upgrading its national cyber warfare capabilities.
It will take millions of dollars and many months to make safe country X defence and defence
industry computer networks to allow these networks to function in support of national
defence capabilities, effectively crippling country X’s national security.

Scenario 2:
NATO-Russian confrontation
NATO and Russian ships are converging in the Baltic Sea off the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad.
The issue at stake is the potential use of Kaliningrad
to bolster a Russian confrontation with a nationalist
Poland.
Russian forces have been mobilised along the PolishRussian border and Russian forces have been predeployed to Kaliningrad in numbers.
NATO’s objective is to blockade Kaliningrad from
further Russian seaborne traffic, cutting it off from
Figure 4 Russian destroyer RFS Nastoychivyy, CMDR Russia to weaken its position vis a vis Poland.
Jamie Morrison USN Wikimedia Commons
Moscow considers this a warlike act and has started
to escalate probing flights of Tu-95s, with escorting long-range fighters, into UK airspace.
London has ordered an increase in interceptions of such flights and has called the RN to
increase defensive deployments in the North Sea, North Atlantic and the English Channel, as
well as support NATO’s maritime strategy of isolating Kaliningrad from Russia.
This is the first time the shadow of inter-state war has cast its pall across Europe since World
War II.
British Defence industries have been caught flat-footed.
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Lulled into thinking that inter-state war was a thing
of the past, gaping holes in capability have
revealed themselves.
Importantly, through life costs of major weapons
platforms, now undergoing an incredibly high
tempo of operations for an indefinite period of
time, cannot be controlled. Primes and SMEs
having operated in a profiteering free-for-all since
the 1950s, show no discipline.
The government is being privately chastised by the
Service Chiefs for allowing this to happen, but with
a defence industry that has been a ‘for profit’
enterprise with few checks and balances on pricing,
the monopsony of the state has to crack-down on
profiteering so that military operations can be
made affordable and sustainable for however long
the crisis continues. However, nationalising
‘defence industries’ will have a deleterious effect
on their market shares.

Figure 5 Menchi, English Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons

Scenario 3:
The ‘lesser’ contingency – Piracy

A British led naval task force is sent on a major
international anti-piracy mission in the Gulf of
Guinea off the West African coast. The British
contingent includes the aircraft carrier, HMS
Queen Elizabeth as well as two Type 23 Frigates,
HMS Sutherland and the HMS Iron Duke.

Figure 6 HMS Queen Elizabeth II, MOD, Wikimedia
Commons

Cost blow-outs & delays with the replacement of
the Type 23 has meant that the Royal Navy
needs to keep its rapidly ageing frigates in
operation far longer than intended.

Budgetary restrictions on the RN have reduced its ability to service its operational frigate
force.
Naval policy makers have been faced with the prospect of putting more money into the Type
26 program at the expense of the Type 23s.
Government, however, has been tasked to lead an international anti-piracy flotilla, a
prestigious assignment it cannot refuse.
MAST Advanced Workshop
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The decision is taken that anti-piracy missions are not that technically challenging for the ships
concerned and therefore the Sutherland and Iron Duke are considered enough of an escort for
the Queen Elizabeth.
However, unbeknownst to the parties concerned, Russian and North Korean covert operatives
are working in conjunction with Nigerian pirates. They have carefully assigned surveillance
technology to certain ‘trusted’ pirate units that are operating as Russian and North Korean
proxies. Their aim, to create havoc among the international flotilla, testing its capacity to act
while at the same time disrupting oil
shipments from Nigeria to international
markets.
Once deployed, the international flotilla
encounters a far more complex threat
than imagined. Pirate vessels are able to
survey and evade international flotilla
vessels with ease.
As the British ships are the largest and
most capable on station, they take the
lion’s share of co-ordinating piracy
interdiction.

Figure 7 Image of piracy in the Gulf of Guinea attributed to Cimsec

However, the conditions in the Gulf of Guinea are not favourable. The sea-state is rough, and
a number of severe storms have passed through the area where the flotilla is operating. One
of the Type 23s encounters some electrical damage, affecting communication. The other is
reported to have sustained leaks along the starboard hull. RN personnel manage to get on top
of these problems.
One of the Queen Elizabeth’s Rolls Royce MT30 gas turbines malfunctions, affecting ship
speed. Work on getting the MT30 up and running takes time and slows the vessel down
considerably. This is not considered a problem because pirates are considered a lower-order
threat. Besides, the QE has airborne capabilities that can defend the ship from strafing attacks
by ambitious pirates if the Type 23s fail.
The Rules of Engagement (RoE) are ambiguous.
However, being unaware of the covert support being given to the pirates by Russia and North
Korea, a peculiar signal is picked up emanating from the Nigerian mainland by the British
warships. This was the last electronic signal detected. All electronic sensors on-board the
British ships are disabled. Swarms of small craft approach the Sutherland. The Sutherland
sustains damage to its port side from heavy machine gun and RPG fire. The pirate rounds are
mostly inaccurate, but a couple of lucky rounds hit the flight deck and one of the quad Harpoon
launches. The crew return fire by manually operating the Sutherland’s miniguns. Three of the
swarming boats are destroyed.
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Another swarm hits the Iron Duke. It is a more
lethal raid. None of the pirate boats can be hit. The
Iron Duke’s targeting computers were damaged in
the electronic warfare attack. Strangely, even an
attempt to manually operate the ships guns seems
compromised. Five RPGs and an unknown missile
Figure 8 Piracy image attributed to Associated Risks
successfully hit the ship’s stern setting the stern
ablaze. The unknown missile hit the Iron Duke
below the waterline, damaging its engines.
The QE is left vulnerable. A swarm of pirate vessels targets the British aircraft carrier. None of
the ship’s complement of aircraft can take off and provide air cover. The fast pirate boats
strafe the starboard side of the ship with RPGs and heavy machine gun fire. No heavy damage
was sustained, and the surviving pirate boats retreat without further losses.
An investigation into this attack discovers that years of financial juggling left the Type 23s
vulnerable to electronic and physical attack. Even the new aircraft carrier, the QE was unable
to protect itself once the protective screen of the older Type 23s was removed. “There seems
to be something wrong with our bloody ships today”.
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Conference Agenda

Disruptive Technologies
Tuesday 22 May 2018
9:00

9:00–10:30

9:00–10:30

Opening Addresses

Keynote speeches

Opening Addresses & Syndicates Task-Setting Session
Welcome; Administrative remarks; Event structure;
Agenda
“Disruptive Technologies and the challenges facing
military, academia, and industry”

Colonel Dan Cheesman Royal Marines – Chief Technology Officer,
UK Royal Navy, UK
Professor Andrew Lambert – Laughton Professor of Naval History,
Department of War Studies, King’s College London, UK
John Best – CTO, Thales Group

Professor Sir Nigel Richard Shadbolt FRS FREng CITP CEng FBCS
CPsychol, Principal of Jesus College, Oxford/Professorial Research
Fellow, Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford, UK
Task-setting and expectations of syndicates

10:30

10:30–11:00

Break
11:00

13:30

11:00–13:30

11:00–13:30

11:00–13:30

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

Military Syndicate

Industry Syndicate

Research/Academia Syndicate

Completion of chairman’s tasks by
syndicate

Completion of chairman’s tasks by
syndicate

Completion of chairman’s tasks by
syndicate

14:30–15:30

14:30–15:30

14:30–15:30

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

Military Syndicate

Industry Syndicate

Research/Academia Syndicate

Preparation (and delivery to chairman) of
debrief documentation

Preparation (and delivery to chairman) of
debrief documentation

Preparation (and delivery to chairman) of
debrief documentation

13:30–14:30

Lunch
14:30

15:30

15:30–16:00

Break
16:00

16:00–17:00

External Presentation
“HMS Warrior – Operational expectations of technologies and the effect of procurement procedures”
Speaker: Professor Andrew Lambert – Laughton Professor of Naval History, Department of War Studies, King’s College London

Wednesday 23 May 2018
9:00

9:00–10:30

Debriefing
Debriefing to all participants by syndicate leaders
Military – Former first Sea Lord, UK Royal Navy, UK
Academia – TBC, Oxford University, UK
Industry – TBC, Thales Group, France

10:30

10:30–11:00

Executive Summary
Professor Sir Nigel Richard Shadbolt FRS FREng CITP CEng FBCS CPsychol

11:00

11:00–11:30

Break
11:30

13:00

11:30–13:00

11:30–13:00

11:30–13:00

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop

Military Syndicate

Industry Syndicate

Research/Academia Syndicate

Debrief revisions and preparation of
questions for Round Table session

Debrief revisions and preparation of
questions for Round Table session

Debrief revisions and preparation of
questions for Round Table session

13:00–14:00

Lunch
14:00

14:00–15:30

Round Table Debate
Syndicate leaders and invited VIP guests

15:30

15:30–16:00

Chairman’s Summary
Professor Sir Nigel Richard Shadbolt FRS FREng CITP CEng FBCS CPsychol

For further information visit mastconfex.com/maw2018
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